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Removal and Remand
Magic: Seven New
Tricks to Make Your
Case Disappear From
Your Opponent’s
Choice of Forum
When removing an action to federal court (or in opposition
seeking a remand), there is a certain “magic” to mastering
this remarkable change of judicial stagecraft. Since, as they
say, magic can spell the difference between mediocrity and
accomplishment, let me share with you seven magic tricks
based on recent case law developments to achieve good
fortune in your removal and remand practice.
Before we begin with the show, let’s understand the
appearing and disappearing nature of federal removal
jurisdiction. The plaintiff makes the case appear initially in
state court, presumably choosing that sovereignty as best
suited for the client. In response, and generally only if the
action as filed could have been brought there originally, the
defendant can unilaterally remove the action to federal court.
And then if the removal was jurisdictionally or procedurally
improper, the plaintiff can move to remand causing the
action to disappear from the federal stage teleported back to
its original forum.
So, what magic wands can you wave per the very recent case
law to insure that your client’s case lands in the desired state
or federal court? There are seven new and improved tricks
to work your removal and remand magic.
1. Plaintiffs Can Prevent Removal By Sprinkling State
Court Fairy Dust in Their Forum Selection Clauses
In recent years, the U.S. Supreme Court has strongly
affirmed the right of parties contractually to plan the
shape and location of anticipated litigation.1 Specifically,
the parties may contractually waive the right to remove a

case by doing so in a valid forum selection clause limiting
venue to state court.
For example, if the parties enter into a contract with
a clause providing that all claims must be litigated
exclusively in a described state court, this will constitute
a waiver of the right to remove.2 By the same token, if
the forum selection clause designates a county in which
there is no federal courthouse, this too constitutes a
waiver of the right to remove.3
Significantly, if a served co-defendant (whose joinder
ordinarily is required to remove) signed such a
contractual removal waiver, it will also waive it for
all removing parties.4 The tips for plaintiffs seeking
to thwart removal are (1) first name and serve the
defendant(s) who are parties to the contractual waiver,
and (2) make any motion to remand within 30 days of
removal as this waiver itself can be waived. And for a
removing defendant who was not a party to the waiver
agreement, remove before service on the co-defendant.
2. Plaintiffs Can Keep the State Court Rabbit in the Hat:
Avoid Pleading Federal Jurisdiction in Their State
Court Complaints
The magic trick for plaintiffs seeking to avoid removal of
their case to federal court is to plead only state claims
(to avoid federal question removal) and sue at least one
party from the same state (to avoid diversity removal).
When it comes to keeping the state court complaint

jurisdictionally pristine, it is important to keep the
defendant from successfully trying to make it seem like
there nevertheless is a federal rabbit in the hat. With
rare exceptions, even if there is a federal issue in the
case, if the complaint contains only state law claims,
removal on federal question grounds is not available.5
By the same token, plaintiffs can keep the diversity
jurisdiction rabbit in the hat by being sure to include a
properly named party who is nondiverse. This includes a
nondiverse member of any non-corporate entity.6
3. Putative Plaintiffs Can Use the Magic Sauce of Home
Depot v. Jackson By Filing Their Affirmative CAFA or
Federal Claims as Third-Party Complaints
The Supreme Court in Home Depot v. Jackson7 has just
confirmed that the right to remove actions to federal
court is limited to defendants. In particular, the High
Court ruled that even if there is a right to remove8, if the
removing party was sued in a counterclaim or a thirdparty complaint, removal is not allowed.9
Thus, if a party wants to make the removal risk disappear,
the brand new trick (called a “tactic” by the Home
Depot dissenters) is to wait until one is sued (e.g., on a
one-off collection case) and then include the otherwise
removable CAFA or federal claim as a counterclaim or
third party complaint. Tactical magic.
4. Defendants Can Use Procedural Sleights of Hand to
Remove on Diversity Grounds
Plaintiffs often draft their complaints to include
nondiverse co-defendants or include a forum-based
opponent to thwart efforts to remove the action to
federal court. In response, defendants desiring to
remove can use two sleight of hand magic tricks to
change the focus: (i) declare that the nondiverse parties
are sham and can be ignored, or (ii) avoid the bar on local
defendants by removing before service of process.
The first effort is to argue that the parties otherwise
defeating complete diversity are sham parties who have
been joined improperly because there is no basis for
recovery. The sham joinder rule allows defendants to
“press the delete key” on the nondiverse party only if
there is no possible basis for recovery as ascertained on
a summary basis.10
In these extraordinary situations, the sham party’s

citizenship is ignored, and the remaining defendant(s)
“magically” can then remove the case to federal court.
The examples of sham joinder, while fairly rare, find
support in the recent case law.11
The second sleight of hand removal tactic serves to
divert attention away from the general bar on diversity
removal by local defendants. Even if there is complete
diversity, the removal statute provides that if one of
the defendants is from the forum state (a so-called
“local” defendant), then removal cannot take place.12
The rationale for this prohibition is that even if there
is complete diversity (e.g., out-of-state plaintiffs), a
local defendant does not “need” removal to avoid local
prejudice. Id.
However, the sleight of hand flows from the statutory
language limiting this removal prohibition to served local
defendants. Therefore, courts have recently authorized
what is known as “snap removal”, i.e., removal by the
local defendants before service.13 Thus the trick is for
the local defendant to scan the filings thorough available
litigation databases and voluntarily appear and file a
notice of removal before being served.
5. Defendant’s Houdini Escape Act from Late Removal:
Seize Upon Ambiguity in Complaint to Explain Delayed
Removal
The normal rule is that a defendant must remove a
case within 30 days of proper service.14 And if the
service is proper, ordinarily removal is unavailable if not
accomplished within that 30-day window.15
So, the Houdini escape act from this missed deadline
is to seize upon a perceived ambiguity in the plaintiff’s
complaint as to federal jurisdiction (e.g. complaint doesn’t
identify parties’ citizenship, no amount in controversy
stated, ambiguous reference to origin of claim), generate

a paper trail in the case (e.g., interrogatory response as to
amount in controversy) and remove 30 days from receipt
of that paper.16 There’s no need to remove until receipt
of deposition transcript. If the ambiguity is actual, the
governing case law confirms that the defendant may wait
to remove until receipt of the paper providing clarity.17
Importantly, this “seized upon the ambiguity” trick can
be used even if the defendant subjectively knew or
should have known of the basis for removal.18 The CAFA
removal time is not triggered until defendant receives
sufficient information from plaintiff.
6. Defendants Can Wave a “Magic Federal Wand” to
Transform Seeming State Law Claims into Federal
Removal Jurisdiction
Ordinarily, removal on federal question grounds is
allowed only if the “well pleaded complaint” shows on its
face that the action arises under federal law. However,
there are several “exceptions” to this doctrine and
removal can take place by defendants waving a magic
federal wand to remove the action to their preferred
forum. In four main circumstances, this happens when
the state court claims are recharacterized as “federal” in
defendant’s notice of removal.
First, there may be limited situations in which a case is
removable even though only state law claims are stated
because they necessarily raise a substantial and disputed
federal question.19 Of course, such situations are rare
and occur only when allowing removal would not disturb
the federal-state balance approved by Congress.

Second, there are also limited areas where federal law
completely preempts the artfully pled state law claims
and replaces them with the necessary federal claim.
This occurs primarily in the areas of LMRA, ERISA and
copyright law.20
Third, removal jurisdiction is allowed as to claims
involving federally chartered corporations if they have
a charter that provides that the entity may “sue and be
sued” in federal court.21
Finally, the federal officer removal statute22 allows
removal if the federal officer raises a colorable federal
defense and establishes that the suit is for an act under
color of office.23 The statute also authorizes removal
to federal court by persons acting under an officer or
agency of the United States who are sued for acts “for or
relating to any act under color of such office.” This also
includes such persons raising colorable federal defenses.
Thus, even private persons or corporate entities who
acted under the direction of a federal officer or agency
can remove actions to federal court having a causal
nexus to their actions under color of federal office.24
7. Plaintiff’s Post-Removal Fortune Telling Efforts to
Change the Future Course of the Action
If the defendant indeed has properly removed the action,
the plaintiff may still perform a sovereign-changing
remand magic trick by seeking to amend the complaint
post-removal. The fortune telling change-effort occurs
when the plaintiff files an amendment (i) to dismiss the
federal claim, or (ii) to add a nondiverse party—using
either to alter the future course of the action with a

follow-up remand motion.
Section 1447(e) of Title 28 clearly authorizes the Court
to consider a plaintiff’s post-removal changes to the
case and remand the case to state court if appropriate
(e.g., by the destruction of diversity with the joinder of a
nondiverse party). However, since removal jurisdiction
is measured at the time of removal, the Court has
discretion to deny the requested changes—especially if
the plaintiff’s motives are transparently unjustified.
If the plaintiffs succeed in achieving a remand, they
may move for attorney’s fees and costs if there was no
objectively reasonable basis for the defendant to have

removed the action.25 However, plaintiffs may well
decide not to seek such relief as there often is no magic
in sanctions because—unlike the remand decision itself—
an award of sanctions is subject to an appeal. Such an
appeal almost certainly will cost more than what is at
stake.
Conclusion
It was Yeats who said that “the world is full of magic things
patiently waiting for our senses to grow sharper.” When it
comes to the magic of removal and remand, we can all use a
little help in growing our senses by keeping up on the most
recent case law and using helpful resources.
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